Comparative evaluation of three computerized algorithms for prediction of antiretroviral susceptibility from HIV type 1 genotype
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Objectives: To compare three methods for using HIV-1 genotype to predict antiretroviral drug susceptibility.

Methods: We applied three genotypic interpretation algorithms to 478 reverse transcriptase (RT) and 410 protease sequences for which phenotypic data were available. Sequences were obtained from clinical practice and from published sequences in the Stanford HIV-1 RT and Protease Sequence Database. The genotypic interpretation algorithms included: Stanford HIVdb program (HIVdb), the Visible Genetics/Bayer Diagnostics Guidelines 6.0 (VGI) and a genotypic interpretation program (AntiRetroScan, ARS) developed at the University of Siena, Italy. Genotypic interpretations were normalized to a three-level output: susceptible, intermediate and resistant. Discordances were defined as differences between genotype and phenotype for the same virus isolate. Discordances for which an isolate was considered susceptible by one test but resistant by another test were considered major discordances.

Results: The frequency of major discordances between genotype and phenotype was 10.6, 13.7 and 15.7% for ARS, VGI and HIVdb, respectively (P < 0.0001 for ARS versus HIVdb and for ARS versus VGI; P = 0.002 for VGI versus HIVdb). The correlation between genotype and phenotype was highest for non-nucleoside RT inhibitors and lowest for nucleoside RT inhibitors. Half of the major discordances involved stavudine, didanosine and zalcitabine. The concordance among the three genotypic algorithms was high, with weighted Kappa values ranging between 0.76 and 0.84 for the pairwise comparisons between each of the algorithms.

Conclusions: Genotype interpretation algorithms correctly predict phenotype in 85–90% of cases, but the rate of concordance is not uniformly distributed among different drugs. These data provide insight into the potential additional benefit derived from phenotyping.
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Introduction

Although combination therapy with viral reverse transcriptase (RT) and protease (PR) inhibitors limits HIV type 1 (HIV-1) replication, inability to eliminate infection completely makes antiretroviral treatment a chronic, possibly lifelong therapy. Such prolonged treatment is characterized by toxicity and inadequate adherence, leading to suboptimal drug exposure and development of drug resistance in a majority of patients. Thus, drug resistance testing has become an integral part of the clinical management of infected patients.1

In vitro drug susceptibility testing requires complex procedures that are difficult to standardize, and is presently provided by very few specialized companies at high cost (e.g. the Virco N. V. Antivirogram and the ViroLogic Inc. Phenosense assay).2,3 However, detailed and continuously updated knowledge of the HIV-1 mutations responsible for drug resistance has made it possible to infer the drug susceptibility profile of a given HIV-1 isolate from its pol gene sequence.4 More than 100 amino acid substitutions at over 40 codons have been described that can confer some degree of resistance to one or more of the currently available nucleoside (NRTIs) and non-nucleoside RT inhibitors (NNRTIs), or protease inhibitors (PIs).2 The number of resistance mutations and the complexity of the interactions between these mutations have stimulated the development of a number of...
genotype interpretation systems, several of which are now run by Web-based or standalone computer programs. Most genotypic interpretation algorithms use a set of rules to assign a level of susceptibility (e.g., susceptible, possible or intermediate resistance, resistance) to each drug. Each rule is conditioned upon the presence of one or more specific mutations and assigns a level of inferred resistance to one or more different drugs. The Visible Genetics/Bayer Diagnostics genotype interpretation rules, an integral part of the software included in the widely used TRUGENE HIV-1 genotyping test and OpenGene sequencing system, are an example of this approach. An alternative method is being used at Stanford University, where each mutation is given a score or ‘penalty’ for each drug and the susceptibility level is determined by the sum of the values derived from the mutations found (http://hivdb.stanford.edu/).

We have developed a genotype interpretation system (AntiRetro-Scan) combining the ‘penalty’ and the ‘rules-based’ approaches. The performances of this combined method, the penalty-based Stanford system and the Visible Genetics/Bayer Diagnostics rules-based method were evaluated by comparing predicted phenotypes for 478 RT and 410 PR sequences with phenotypic data.

### Materials and methods

#### Sequences and phenotypic data

Phenotype data from the Stanford HIV RT and Protease Sequence Database (http://hivdb.stanford.edu/) and the HIV Monitoring Service database at the University of Siena (SHMS), Italy, were used. To standardize the analysis, only phenotype results obtained by the Virco Antivirogram and the ViroLogic Phenosense phenotyping systems were selected. All RT and PR sequences had at least one resistance mutation. In all, 433 RT and 365 PR sequences with real phenotype results were obtained from the Stanford database. Forty-five RT and PR sequences with matched Antivirogram results were obtained from SHMS. Each sequence had susceptibility data available for a variable number of drugs depending on the time when the phenotyping had been conducted. Drug-specific cut-off values as indicated in the current version of the Antivirogram (2.5-fold for saquinavir and amprenavir, 3-fold for stavudine, abacavir and indinavir, 3.5-fold for didanosine, zalcitabine and ritonavir, 4-fold for zidovudine, stavudine and nevirapine, 4.5-fold for lamivudine, 6-fold for efavirenz, 8-fold for nevirapine, 10-fold for delavirdine and lopinavir) and Phenosense (1.4-fold for tenofovir, 1.7-fold for didanosine, zalcitabine and ritonavir, 4-fold for zidovudine, tenofovir and nevirapine, 4.5-fold for lamivudine, 6-fold for efavirenz, 8-fold for nevirapine, 10-fold for delavirdine and lopinavir) and Phenosense (1.4-fold for tenofovir, 1.7-fold for didanosine, zalcitabine and ritonavir, 4-fold for zidovudine, tenofovir and nevirapine, 4.5-fold for lamivudine, 6-fold for efavirenz, 8-fold for nevirapine, 10-fold for delavirdine and lopinavir) and Phenosense (1.4-fold for tenofovir, 1.7-fold for didanosine, zalcitabine and ritonavir, 4-fold for zidovudine, tenofovir and nevirapine, 4.5-fold for lamivudine, 6-fold for efavirenz, 8-fold for nevirapine, 10-fold for delavirdine and lopinavir) assays were used to assign susceptibility or resistance. The total number of drug susceptibility predictions was 6053.

#### Genotype interpretation systems

The Stanford HIVdb program (HIVdb) scans a sequence for known resistance mutations and calculates a final score for each drug based on the sum of the corresponding penalties retrieved from a reference table in which the resistance mutations have definite values for the different drugs. Depending on this final score, one of five susceptibility levels (susceptible, potential low-level resistance, low-level resistance, intermediate resistance, high-level resistance) is then assigned to each drug.

The software included in the Visible Genetics/Bayer Diagnostics TRUGENE HIV-1 genotyping test and OpenGene sequencing system (VGI) extracts known resistance mutations from the output sequence. The presence of a mutation combination defined in any of the 85 rules triggers an intermediate resistance or resistance call for the drug(s) defined by the rule. The highest degree of resistance (no evidence of resistance, possible resistance or resistance) assigned to each drug is reported as the final susceptibility result.

AntiRetroScan 1.0 (ARS) is a Windows desktop program developed at the University of Siena in April 2001. It was initially derived from the Stanford HIVdb program with the aim of using the same algorithm offline and automatically storing the output in a pre-existing local Microsoft Visual Foxpro database. The program uses the same penalty approach as HIVdb but mutation–drug pair values have been updated independently from the HIVdb. In addition, a set of 12 rules has been incorporated to adjust the final scores based on predicted interactions among mutations. Eight rules remodel the scores for NRTIs, including proportional increases in zidovudine, stavudine and tenofovir scores depending on the total number of thymidine analogue mutations (TAMs), abacavir score in the presence of TAMs and M184V, abacavir score in the presence of TAMs and V118I, lamivudine score in the presence of TAMs and E44A/D or V118I, and a decrease of the zidovudine, stavudine and tenofovir resistance measured by M184V in the presence of insertions at RT codon 69.

Four rules remodel the scores to PIs including an increase in amprenavir score in the presence of specific mutation pairs (V32I + I47V, L33F + V82A, V82F + L90M, M46I + V82F), an increase in saquinavir, indinavir, ritonavir, nelfinavir and amprenavir scores in the presence of more than eight total PI resistance mutations, a slight decrease in indinavir score in the presence of less than six total PI resistance mutations and a progressive increase in lopinavir score depending on the number of specific mutations (L10F/I/R/V, K20M, L24I, M46I/L, I47V, G48V, I50V, I54M/V, A71T/V, V82A/F/T/S, L90M). Similar to HIVdb, the system defines five drug susceptibility levels, although the result is formally expressed as probability of resistance (none, negligible, modest, substantial, high), rather than as resistance levels.

#### Data analysis

In order to allow inter-algorithm comparisons, the five-category output yielded by HIVdb and ARS was collapsed to the three-level output yielded by VGI. To achieve this, the bottom and top two categories were scored as susceptibility and resistance, respectively, while the middle category was considered as intermediate. Pairwise concordance among the genotypic systems was analysed using a weighted Kappa statistic. Major discordances between genotype and phenotype were recorded when an isolate was considered susceptible by one test but resistant by another test. Minor discordances were considered for isolates ranked as intermediate by genotype and susceptible or resistant by phenotype. The difference in the frequencies of discordances with phenotype between each genotypic interpretation system was computed by $\chi^2$ analysis.

#### Results

The median percentage of isolates that were resistant by phenotype was 31% (range 17% for didanosine to 70% for nelfinavir). The percentage distribution of predicted phenotype categories for these in vitro susceptibility data is shown in Figure 1. For each of the three genotypic interpretation systems, the highest rate of major and minor discordance occurred for the NRTIs and the lowest for the NNRTIs. The frequency of major discordances between genotype and phenotype was 10.6, 13.7 and 15.7% for ARS, VGI and HIVdb, respectively ($P<0.0001$ for ARS versus HIVdb and for ARS versus VGI; $P=0.002$ for VGI versus HIVdb). The frequency of total (major plus minor) discordances was also significantly lower for ARS (24.7%) with respect to VGI (30.1%) and HIVdb (28%) ($P<0.0001$ for both comparisons), but HIVdb outperformed VGI in this analysis ($P=0.012$).

Didanosine, zalcitabine and stavudine generated 40–45% of the total major discordances (Figure 2). In nearly all of these cases, the
genotypic interpretation was resistant, whereas the phenotypic interpretation was susceptible. Indeed, when these cases were excluded from the analysis, major discordances for ARS, VGI and HIVdb were 6.4, 7.9 and 8.7%, respectively. In contrast, lamivudine was the only NRTI for which all the systems underestimated resistance. A similar trend was observed with the NNRTI nevirapine and with the PI ritonavir. Phenotypic resistance to the PI saquinavir, amprenavir and lopinavir was more often overestimated than underestimated, especially by HIVdb and VGI.

Pair-wise analysis among the three genotype interpretation systems revealed that <1% of isolates were interpreted as susceptible by one system and resistant by another. The rates of minor discordance between algorithms were 16.4% for ARS compared with HIVdb, 14% for ARS compared with VGI and 12% for HIVdb compared with VGI. The overall weighted Kappa values for comparisons among the three genotypic interpretations ranged from 0.76 to 0.84. However, the rate of agreement was not uniformly distributed among different drugs (Figure 3).

**Discussion**

We have used a large phenotype dataset to test the ability to predict *in vitro* HIV drug susceptibility from genotype by widely used online (HIVdb) and commercially available genotyping assay-associated (VGI) algorithms, as well as by a newly developed HIV genotype interpretation system (ARS).

Overall, the three genotype interpretation systems exhibited major discordances with phenotyping in 10.6–15.7% (mean 13.3%) of cases. While phenotypic tests currently use a fold-resistance cut-off to yield a dichotomous output (resistance or susceptibility), drug resistance is continuous rather than dichotomous. Therefore, some of the major discordances actually derived from intermediate genotypes matching susceptible or resistant phenotypes that were close to the phenotypic cut-off. For example, when phenotypic results that were within a fold range that was 20% higher or lower than the manufacturers cut-off were considered indicative of intermediate susceptibility, the major discordance rate for ARS, VGI and HIVdb.
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**Figure 3.** Drug-specific weighted Kappa values for the agreement between each genotype interpretation system pair (ARS, AntiRetroScan; HIVdb, Stanford HIVdb; VGI, Visible Genetics).

Data source for genotype interpretation. Thus, it is not surprising that the three systems showed a high degree of correlation. The analysis described in this study used algorithms that were updated during a similar period (February, August and October 2002) for VGI, HIVdb and ARS, respectively, and all recognize known correlations between genotype and phenotype, genotype and virological outcome, and genotype and treatment history as a common data source for genotype interpretation. Thus, it is not surprising that the three systems showed a high degree of correlation. The analysis presented here does not prove that using penalty- and rules-based approaches together was responsible for the increased reliability of prediction of phenotype by ARS over the other two methods. Most importantly, any genotype interpretation system must be evaluated as a tool to predict virological response to treatment in vivo, rather than phenotype in vitro. While this approach is being pursued worldwide for many different systems, this work suggests that updated genotype interpretation systems correctly predict drug susceptibility for most resistance profiles. Preliminary results also indicate that the discordance between each of the three systems considered and the VirtualPhenotype is even lower than that found with respect to real phenotype (9.5% versus 13.3%; data not shown). Since the Virtual-Phenotype has been shown to be equal to or better than real phenotype at predicting virological response, the potential benefits derived from phenotyping with respect to genotyping may be presently limited to a low proportion of cases in clinical practice.
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